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Powered descent 2 ending

. Brief Thought #1 - In Owen Wilson's The Royal Tenenbaums, Cormac-McCarthy-if-he-was-bad writer, Eli Cash describes his novel Old Custer as saying: Everyone knows that Custer died in Little Bighorn. What does this book presuppose is, maybe it doesn't? This is the philosophy of The Descent Part 2, directed by
Jon Harris, and the sequel to Neil Marshall's excellent 2005 horror film. In the original, Sarah, played by Shauna Macdonald, was left in an underground cave with her broken mind and surrounded by voracious, blind, pasty-white creatures. It was the original British ending, anyway, but when the film hit the United States a
new ending was shot, one that was less ambiguous and a little more edifying. What the British sequel says, bascially, is that the end of reshot is hot, because Sarah is out of the cave and running around covered in blood. Interestingly, in the DVD commentary Jon Harris claims to have never seen the reshot ending of the
original, on which he worked (Marshall is a producer of the sequel), so I guess he absorbed it by osmosis. Also, this Juno chick, the one Sarah stained in the leg because Juno slept with Sarah's dead husband, letting her bleed on the cave floor to be invaded by the creatures? She's alive too! Thus, since the plot of The
Descent Part 2 revolves around the attempt to rescue the five women from the first film, Harris and his screenwriters approached the maxim that all sequels should be the same, but more so, stopping after the words the same. . Brief thought #2 - There are some pretty good things in the sequel involving Sarah and the
crew of rescuers tripping over the corpses of the characters from the first film (although I could remember the details of the previous scene in only one of these cases). The first time this happens, they find the body of a woman who has been devoured roughly from the sternum down, and Sarah - whose memories of what
happened before are slowly back - mentions something about being attacked by creatures or animals or something. One of the rescuers, the designated stubborn leader played by Douglas Hodge, as he stood directly above the eviscerated corpse, replies, There is nothing here that could have done that! Given the
evidence to the contrary that he is ready by hand, one is tempted to think that the filmmakers were terribly stubborn to keep this character stubborn. Brief reflection #3 - The descent part 2 is a low-budget affair, no fault on his part. What he lacks is any personal flair or style, or even a style borrowed from his predecessor
(other than borrowing the same shot from The Shining that Neil Marshall borrowed for his film). This is particularly evident in the first 40 minutes, in other words, all things that happen before the creatures attack again, which is terribly soft and laborious. But eventually, all hell comes off, and there's some suspense and
energy here. But a well-imagined set-piece is wrong by the small budget of the film, or rather, by the fact that the filmmakers refused to recognize this small budget and find another way to shoot it. The bit offensive involves two people falling into a seemingly endless pit of darkness, upon their death, and it seems that the
two actors were filmed grappling, and then this image was reduced in increments with the hope that it would effectively mimic the image of two people, seen from above, giving up sight. Instead, it looks like they are shrinking. I think the TV show Land of the Lost liked this kind of camera trick, but in any case it reminds
me of a saying that I believe is an old one, and if not it should be: If you can't do it, don't. Brief thought #4 - What I just described above in Brief Thought #3 should count as the climax of this particular scene, and the idea, narratively, behind it is a good one - I want to emphasize that. Unfortunately, Harris seems
determined to train his audience not to care about anything or anyone, because whatever emotion he had created in the scene is almost immediately erased by the coda that follows. It's pretty boring, and that philosophy doesn't stop there. If the structure of a given film could ever be categorized, or succinctly described,
the structure of Part 2 of descent could be described in this way: Nothing matters. That is what it is all about. It's about Nothing Matters. Which, theoretically, isn't actually a bad idea for a horror movie to be based around, but The Descent Part 2 wants us to feel some emotional connections and then want to slap us in the
face to feel them, but also wants us to move away from the movie yet to feel them. Is that an achievable goal? I don't know, but it's a bit of fun to hear the writers talk, as they do in one of the DVD extras, about how Sarah's character goes from vengeful in the first movie to empathetic and sacrifice in the sequel, when we
already know, after watching the movie, that all this empathy and sacrifice meant precisely jack-shit. Brief thought #5 - Also, about 80% of the characters who die in this movie - creatures and ordinary people - die having their throats ripped out or punctured. I only talk about it in passing. Read more Edit Distraught,
confused and half-wild with fear, Sarah Carter emerges alone from the Appalachian cave system where she has encountered unspeakable terrors. Unable to explain to the authorities what happened - or why she is covered in the blood of her friends - Sarah is forced to return to the underground depths to help find her
five missing companions. As the rescue party sinks deeper into unexplored caverns, the nightmare visions of the recent past begin to haunt and she begins to realize all the horror and futility of the mission. Subjected to the suspicion and mistrust of the group and confronted once again with inbred, savage and savagely
ruthless crawlers, Sarah must draw from all her inner reserves of strength and in a desperate final struggle for deliverance and redemption. Written by ahmetkozan Plot Summary Plot Synopsis Taglines: Fear runs deep. Revenge is deeper. See more Action ' Adventure Drama Horror Thriller Certificate: 18 See all the
certifications Parents Guide: See the Content Review Edit Jon Harris was the publisher of the first film, The Descent - Abgrund des Grauens (2005). He returned as director and editor for The Descent: Part 2 (2009), which also marked his directory debut. After that, he returned to his formal work as a publisher, this film
being his only credit for directing. See more Lighting throughout the cave system is incompatible with the light sources used (pocket lamps and light sticks). See more [first lines] Ed Oswald: Jeez! See more User reviews On Sunday, the Cine family here in Los Angeles had a screening of Neil Marshall's The Descent,
which I've already drooled and don't need to do again. Marshall himself came to the screening of a Q A with hosts Kumail Nanjiani and Wayne Federman (it was the fourth annual episode of the latter's festival focused on the comedian; Descent was, I believe, the only horror movie in the lineup), and it was presented on
a gorgeous 35mm print, perhaps the same one I showed to about 25 people a few years ago at New Beverly (it was a sold-out show, so I guess my mistake wasn't getting Neil Marshall. Or Kumail Nanjiani). This impression is, of course, the American version of Lionsgate, so it has the shorter ending, but since Marshall
was there and there were a lot of people who hadn't seen the movie before (pagans!), the theater then showed the longest, UK end of the film out of a Blu-ray, allowing marshall to talk about the story of both endings after we saw both for ourselves. (It also gave us a rare chance to see back-to-back presentations of
35mm and Blu-ray, as we could see the main part of the end twice. If a person in the house realized how much better it is to see a movie out of 35, it would have been helpful to the effort.) If you're not familiar with what the difference is, they mostly play the same thing - the end of the U.S. just deletes the last 30 seconds
or so. Sarah escapes from the cave again, walks away, walks away and is terrified of a ghost (?) of Juno in her car. The American version goes to the credits here, but in the UK it cuts Sarah wake up in the cave, with her escape being nothing more than a dream. She is then pleasantly welcomed by the now familiar sight
of her daughter with her birthday cake, happy to see her mother. The camera pulls back and we see that Sarah doesn't smile at anything (and the lit cake is actually her torch), and it keeps going further and further back, how we realize that our heroine is not anywhere near an exit and will probably be out there forever. It
is, in purely scientific terms, a giant fucking disappointment. Or is it the fact? If you're thinking about it (and Marshall has clarified that at the Q and A), the end of the United States was inadvertently made darker in removing this this and presenting his escape as a reality. If she escapes, she is completely traumatized, now
all her friends are dead (she even contributed to two euros) in addition to her family, and she will have to answer many questions about the disappearance of five people. At least if she is still trapped in the cave, she is mentally at peace, with her mind fractured believing that her daughter is with her. This is the first time



I've watched the film since I had a child of my own, and so the first time I really appreciated how happier this ending is - even if I had proof of my innocence and some surviving friends, I would still choose to exist in a world where my son was still with me rather than returning to reality where he wasn't. But even with this
newfound appreciation of the original ending, I still don't necessarily think the American version is bad. I think they should have cut it earlier, in fact - ending it with Sarah driving away at full speed, triumphant and stronger to survive her ordeal, rather than on a (rather weak) jump scare. The Descent has its fair share of
jumps throughout the film, but they all have a reason to be there. The two types It's just me! pay off when a third result in Juno accidentally drive his pickaxe into Beth's neck (horror movie characters can see this movie as a warning story of why you should never sneak up on your friend). And they also get those shots
expected in there for the audience, leaving Marshall and his team having fun with the subtlest you don't expect to see in a movie with Boo! moments. Me, and several people I've spoken to, all admit that we've seen the movie a few times before seeing a Crawler in some shot from the start (Sarah shines her light around
the cave), and there are other little moments that you might not catch unless you happen to look at the right place from the frame. In the modern landscape of horror, allowing a fear to pass without an announcement without a musical sting or something seems almost treasonous, but they fled with it a few times here. But
in the very end, it's not necessary - there's no reason to deceive us, no reward to it. As I explained in my play about the underrated sequel to the film, they kind of went with both ends for follow-up - Sarah is out but is completely crazy. I wonder how the British public took this idea when they never had any reason to
believe it came out at all, as it might seem like a betrayal to the whole there is no escape thing. But it made me think - is this the only time a film with two theatrical endings got a direct sequel? I know some films have had alternative endings On the DVD; Halloween Rob Zombie, for example, has the gun cops gun down
Michael in the workprint version floating around, but for the appropriate versions, it has always been the same version with Laurie shooting Michael. Because this other ending has not been seen by the world in general, its sequel resumes from the theatrical end (with Laurie now wandering wandering city in a dizzying,
something that wouldn't quite work if it hadn't done anything but run to safety with Loomis). You could say that the British Descent Cup is the only real ending, but since the sequel only works if it escapes, it somehow insists on Sarah eventually escaping anyway, making the US closer to canon (girl hallucinations are also
missing from the follow-up, for what it's worth). This discrepancy/debate also raises another point that came up during the Q and A: the idea that there are no Crawlers at all, and that the whole thing is in Sarah's mind and she really killed her friends. It's a fun idea, and Marshall admits to throwing curveballs to make
people think in that direction (like when Sarah screams and they cut off at Juno and others hear it - except the one they hear is a crawler scream), but I can never really buy it. For starters, something so huge should have more concrete backup in the film - too many things happen where Sarah isn't even present, so how
would you explain these sequences? We should see at least one thing play out in reality (similar to how we realize that the candles on the cake are actually its torch in the UK ending) so that it works at all. The video camera element also seems to prove their existence (why would they yell at Sarah standing behind
someone?), and the numbers also play a role in terror - Sarah is a person, so if she went crazy and started attacking them, I think only juno would be able to subdue her, not to mention four of them (Holly being out of service because of her leg). But in 20 years, when the inevitable remake happens? I would love for them
to come up with this idea and save it in the film. As almost everyone has pointed out, the movie is pretty scary even before the monsters show up, so it's not like a revelation that there are no monsters and it's just a very messed up woman killing her friends would somehow diminish the element of terror. And you? I know
just about everyone prefers the end of the UK (all American defenders? Do your case!), but does any of you go with the idea that Sarah murdered them all? Or other crazy theories? I like that a ten-year-old film about cave monsters can still produce such a dialogue; even if I don't respond to the idea that it belongs next to
high voltage at the video store, the idea that someone can change their mind with a well-written defense is fascinating. I've already said that this is my favorite horror movie of the 2000s; that hasn't changed, and I think a lot of it is because it inspires so much conversation after a viewing. If you count Juno, The sequel
says you shouldn't. But just as people don't know the end of the United States, some don't know the full sequel, and in this case, Sarah is as much to blame for Juno's death as the Crawlers. Robots. Robots.
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